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Trace William Cowen

The-Dream Facing Rape, Battery, and Sex Trafficking
Allegations in Lawsuit
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The-Dream is facing allegations of rape, sexual battery, and sex trafficking in a new lawsuit
from a woman who says she’s speaking out to "prevent future horrific abuse.' The eight-time
Grammy winner, meanwhile, says the newly reported allegations are "untrue and
defamatory."

As first reported by the New York Times, the suit, filed in Los Angeles on Tuesday, cites
California’s Sexual Abuse and Cover-Up Accountability Act. The accuser, Chanaaz Mangroe,
alleges that she was forced to have sex with the singer/songwriter/producer on multiple
occasions. Mangroe, who makes music under the name Channii Monroe, says she was first
introduced to The-Dream in early 2015. 

Complex has reached out to reps for The-Dream for comment.

This story is being updated.
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The $32 Million Sneaker Reselling Allegations Against James Whitner | The Complex
Sneakers Show

The biggest sneaker scandal of the year is the bombshell allegation that James Whitner,
owner of sneaker stories like A Ma Maniere and Social Status, has for years resold millions
of dollars of product, breaching his Nike contract and getting involved in what prosecutors
say is an illegal money laundering scheme. In this episode, the cohosts respond to the
allegations and what they might mean for Nike and Whitner. Joe La Puma, Brendan Dunne,
and Matt Welty also react to the long-awaited debut of Jerry Lorenzo’s Fear of God Athletics
line with Adidas and rehash a controversial Complex list from 2014—yes, we put the “Red
October” Nike Air Yeezy 2 that low. Elsewhere: Samba memes and re-soling your sneakers.
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